
CAVALCADE AUTUMN 2012 

 

I am writing this autumn edition of Cavalcade at the very end of March and it will be early 

April before I finish.  I like to allow myself few days to mull over topics of what I hope will 

be interest to our members. 

As I alluded to in my December edition of Cavalcade (it’s not beginning to feel a lot like 

Christmas!) our summer seemed to have gone from bad to worse.  

Whilst we did not get rained upon in any major fashion in any particular race  the weather 

generally has just been so gloomy and changeable with just the odd fine day thrown in 

amongst cloudy, rainy days.  It just seems that the bureau of meteorology’s mantra for this 

summer has been a forecast for every day of “chance of showers – occasional showers or 

sunny breaks with showers”.  At least I suppose we can comfort ourselves by the fact that the 

weather has only delivered to us a non event summer, at least we are not like a Hunter Valley 

winemaker waiting for the rain to stop and the sun to shine in order to pick a crop. 

Like us all I step out in the morning to collect the Sydney Morning Herald and feel that 

decided autumnal chill in the air and very appropriately think to myself “bloody hell here 

comes autumn and we haven’t had a summer”. 

I suppose it’s largely all due to the fact that we have had extended droughts from the early 

1980s up until the last 2 years (remember a long drought breaking when Bob Hawke became 

Prime Minister in March 1983).  

I have a very distinct recollection of some really wet summers in the early to mid 70s but 

when you think about it since then we have had extended droughts for most of the years in 

between up until 2010/11. 

For example, apart from my time spent on the water sailing I did a fair amount of rowing in a 

men’s VIII between 1996 and 2008, we would sometimes row 2/3 mornings a week for a few 

months of the year usually in the Autumn.  I can honestly say that in that period of time there 

would have been probably half a dozen or less occasions on which we rowed when it was wet 

or the rowing was cancelled because of the weather.  Anyhow I digress.  The Bureau of 

Meteorology tells us that La Nina is off to bring rain to someone else’s parade for a change 

and no doubt before too long El Nino will return ensuring another 5 year drought. 

Looking back over our racing season I think it is fair to say that we were a bit unfortunate in 

copping what was a long break in between races 8 and 9 (6 weeks) compounded then by 

having race 9 cancelled (remember huge storm in the morning then no wind) then the 

Australia Day Regatta resulting in race 10 not being held until 11
th

 February, an effective 

break of 9 weeks which was just too long.  This is not to be taken as a criticism of anyone, it 

is just the way the season seemed to pan out with the SASC racing program and the 

unfortunate cancellation of race 9.  Such is life. Your hard working committee will use its 

best endeavours to avoid a repetition of this situation – however we are in the hands of the 

SASC to a large extent. 

Anyhow, let us hope that we can now have a few months of reasonable weather before we 

slide into the depths of winter.  I very much enjoy taking Blind Justice out for a mid week 
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cruise when the harbor is virtually deserted in the late afternoon.  A Cav 28 gets about very 

nicely thank you under a headsail only and if the breeze is coming from the right direction 

you can virtually sail from where our boat is kept at Rushcutters Bay up to the heads on one 

tack and back down on another.  A nice glass of peachy mouth filling Chardonnay 

accompanied by some melon and prosciutto for starters, followed by some white anchovies 

with black olives and feta cheese is great balm for the soul.   We try to do it at least once a 

week on BJ and it has very much become our “shed”. Strongly suggest you give it a try if you 

are not already doing this on a regular basis. 

And now for matters of mutual interest. 

1. The 2011/12 Racing Season 

 

Sincere congratulations to Brian McConaghy and is crew on U2 for what is an 

outstanding performance in securing victory on both scratch and PHS.  Brian and his 

crew performed brilliantly throughout the season securing either first or second place 

in each of the 12 races completed.  By any objective standard a powerful performance 

on scratch resulting in U2 winning the overall season point score by a clear margin of 

8 points over Rod Mitchell and his crew on Centaurus.  The 2011/12 campaign of 

Centaurus was badly affected by a gear failure in race 12 to which I will allude to 

shortly and an undetected mid season attack of barnacle growth as a result of chlorine 

deficiency in the bag in which the boat sits.  Centaurus was forced to abandon race 12 

and was slowed down in races 7 and 8.  Had these events not occurred it may well 

have been a much closer run thing for the title. 

 

Peter Donnelly and his crew in Flying Circus collected the bronze medal, putting in an 

extremely strong performance generally in particular winning two first places and 

seven third places.  

 

Congratulations to all three crews for some first rate sailing. 

 

In the PHS Division the finish, as it always seems to happen came down to the 

narrowest of margins with Brian McConaghy in U2 just edging out Christina 3 

(Andrew Christian) by a point. Quattro (David Brown) was third, 2 points behind.  

 

In almost every year that I have been involved with the Cavs the handicap title has 

been decided by a point or two and sometimes even less than a point. 

 

Sincere congratulations to all crews who secured a podium finish in the scratch and 

PHS divisions.  I believe it is a considerable understatement to say that it is difficult to 

do well on a regular basis.  Apart from the task of sailing well in varying conditions 

there are the usual issues of gear failures, crew availability, commitments that can 

preclude a race being contested and the countless host of the vaguaries of sailing on 

Sydney Harbour, particularly being badly affected by boats not in your race and other 

marine craft. Often just completing the course without damage to the boat or to a crew 

member’s feelings is an achievement in itself.  

2. State Championships 

 

The State Championships for the Association were conducted in conjunction with the 
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Sydney Harbour Regatta on Saturday the 10
th

 and Sunday 11
th

 March.  We had a 

splendid list of entries of 13 boats which is an excellent number indeed. The star for 

the second year in a row was Dancelot (Dick Pearce and family) from Pittwater. For 

the second year in a row Dancelot won the scratch division and finished second on 

handicap. Greg Purcell in Scuttlebutt sailed extremely competently to secure the PHS 

title.  Centaurus and U2 made up the balance of the podium on scratch and Centaurus 

again was on the podium in third place on PHS. 

 

We had three races on the Saturday and two on the Sunday. The Sunday was by far 

the nicer day weather wise with near perfect conditions.  The Saturday was more 

difficult with stronger and shifting breezes causing the committee vessel to spend 

what appeared to me at least to be an inordinate amount of time in either setting start 

line or once more resetting the start line for each race.  The day seemed to last an 

eternity due to some very lengthy gaps between races.  

 

As always there was some highly competitive yacht racing going on out there with a 

fairly short start line creating difficulties in getting a decent start and then the short 

distance to the windward mark making it difficult to get to the windward mark in the 

top half of the fleet unless you had a got a good start. Anyhow, these issues did not 

seem to greatly trouble Dick Pearce and his crew who finished the regatta once again 

with the gold medal. As a matter of idle speculation I often wondered how Dancelot 

would perform in the long Saturday races in our long season point score.   The State 

Championship courses are an entirely different kettle of fish to the regular Saturday 

afternoon courses and it would be a matter of considerable interest to I am sure many 

of us to see how Dancelot would fair against out quicker boats in that forum. Perhaps 

at some stage Dancelot might spend a spring or summer season with us.  

3. Courses 

 

At one of our regular committee meetings I raised with the committee the question of 

a possible alteration to Course A and at the same time had discussions concerning 

possible changes to the other courses.  For something to do during our long break over 

Christmas I got hold of a map of the harbor and found my old school compass from 

my geometry kit and did some calculations.  By reason of the fact that it is impossible 

to assess completely accurately where some marks are positioned the following 

calculations are approximate but I believe reasonably accurate: 

 

Course A 13 nautical miles 

Course G 12.5 nautical miles 

Course O 13.5 nautical miles 

Course Q 12.5 nautical miles 

 

These are the courses that we normally use and I did not take into account Courses B 

and Z. 

 

Speaking entirely from a personal perspective it was my feeling that if the Beashel  

Buoy became the top mark on Course A that would reduce the distance down to 

approximately 12 nautical miles but would still offer a good afternoon’s outing. My 

motivation for suggesting the change arises from the fact as we are all aware that 

when sailing Course A if you pick the wrong side of the course on the first leg, by the 
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time you get to the Lady Jane mark you are so far behind the leaders that it is 

impossible to catch up and in many respects your afternoon of competitive sailing is 

over at the first mark even though you still have another 6 legs of the race to sail!  My 

feeling was that if the top mark was the Beashel Buoy (which is pretty much right in 

the middle of the harbor) it would lessen the impact of a tactical error being made on 

the first leg of the race and would lead to a more interesting competition for the rest of 

the race.   

 

Anyhow, that is my tuppence worth, your thoughts please. 

 

Course O is as we are all very aware is a very long course, perhaps making again the 

Beashel Buoy the second mark rather than Obelisk, which would shorten it up by 

approximately a nautical mile but would still provide a very adequate outing.  

 

I intend to place on the agenda for the AGM this issue and would certainly welcome 

your thoughts on the matter.   Subject to a number of issues, we can choose the course 

that we sail upon. 

 

Finally, whilst discussing things inherently linked with the SASC your committee 

intends to raise with the club once again our concerns over the inadequacies of the 

shortened course process.  

 

Once again, unfortunately in race 8 we had several boats misinterpret the shortened 

course signal at the start, believing it related to our division whereas in fact it was 

displayed for the start of the following division. As we all know, the problem is that 

when the shortened course signal is on display it is usually light conditions and the 

flag is often nestled amongst the various other flags and is sometimes difficult to spot, 

the problem compounded by the fact that we are always told to keep clear of the 

starting area for the preceding division.  We will endeavor to see if the SASC can 

implement a system of ensuring the shortened course signal is more prominently 

displayed.  

4. Gear Failure 

 

As I alluded to in my remarks concerning Centaurus having to abandon Race 12, this I 

am informed was caused by a fracture of the U bolt supporting the upper shroud. Very 

fortunately for Centaurus the fracture did not release the fitting and the mast was 

accordingly saved.  

 

Rod Mitchell tells me that as a result he decided to have all of the U bolts replaced 

which was done at I believe a very reasonable cost of something under $500.00. 

 

Whilst I am sure that most of us have our standing rigging replaced as required every 

7 years I am fairly confident that no-one has suggested to us that we should have the 

U bolts replaced at any stage.   With all of the fleet nearing 30 years of age it may be 

time to consider having the U bolts replaced for peace of mind.  Rod tells me it is not 

a big job, the mast does not have to come out and a rigger can do it quite simply at a 

reasonable cost. Something to think about.  
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5. Annual Dinner 

 

The Association annual dinner/prize giving is scheduled to be held on Friday 11
th

 May 

next at the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron at 7.00 p.m.  

 

This is always a great night and in my view an event not to be missed. The 

atmosphere in the room is always positive and friendly and every year the Blind 

Justice Crew participate in the evening we all come away with a very positive feeling 

about what a decent bunch of people we sail with and how we thoroughly enjoy the 

annual get together. A very much recommended evening – please consult the website 

for further details and confirmation documentation. 

 

Hopefully we will see many of you at the dinner in May.  

 

 

Stephen O’Halloran 

Secretary Cav 28 Association 

 

 


